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A COMPANY ON THE VERGE OF CHANGING NEUROSCIENCE FOREVER...AN ANCIENT

SECRET, HIDDEN IN THE ...AN ENEMY WILLING TO DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO FIND

IT.When her company discovers a remarkable hidden message in the dreaming brains of her

subjects, Dr. Amanda Meron unknowingly invites disaster unto her company. She enlists the help of

some old friends to find out what the clues are pointing her toward, but they seem to be pointing her

to one of the remote places on the planet. The  Rainforest. When Harvey "Ben" Bennett gets a hint

that the nefarious organization he's been searching for has turned up in Brazil, he and his new

girlfriend Juliette Richardson race to the jungle to discover what they're after - and hopefully stop

them. From the myth of the lost city of El Dorado to emerging science technology, The  Code has it

all: action-packed adventure, an exotic setting, and characters you'll fall in love with. Don't miss the

next Harvey Bennett thriller - the new action/adventure, science-fiction series from bestselling

author Nick Thacker!
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I admit itÃ¢Â€Â”I'm biased. But this is certainly Nick Thacker's best work to date. This story has

perfect pacingÃ¢Â€Â”a fine blend of action and thoughtful moments that reads like glass of scotch

after hearty meal. I made the mistake of reading this book in the evenings, just prior to turning in,

which meant I didn't get much sleep.Thacker has managed to take a concept that would be

comfortably set in a scifi universe and bring it into a contemporary world, with a twisted plot worthy

of its influences and its ancestry. You can feel a definite pulse of James Rollins and Lee Child in this

one, with the unique flavor that only a Thacker novel can bring. I'm impressed, and I want more.

While this is the first thriller I've read by Nick Thacker, I have read a lot of Lee Childs and James

Rollins. The  Code is a fast-paced, page turner. I've read a lot of Nick's Sci-Fi and they were great!!

This thriller has them beat. It keeps you on your toes, as a group of scientists go through the 

searching for a lost city, while being chased by killers who are after the same thing. You will have a

hard time putting it down. Nick really brings the  to life. So much so that you will think you are really

there. There are so many twists and turns that surprise you and only add to the excitement. Nick is

definitely making a name for himself in this genre. I will be going back and reading The Golden

Crystal, although it isn't necessary to read to thoroughly enjoy The  Code. I can't wait for the next

one. You won't be disappointed if you like thrillers. The  Code is definitely worth your time and

money. Don't miss it.

Kindle Unlimited, although had The Enigma Strain and The  Code didn't have Ice Chasm so thru

kindle unlimited to get the 3 pack Harvey Bennett Thrillers: Books 1-3 (Harvey Bennett Thrillers Box

Set) .Even if hadn't gotten 'free' with ku, well worth the time to read, and not my usual genre but

enjoyed them. Also used ku to read Killer Thrillers: 3 Bestselling Novels which has the this one but

also has The Golden Crystal and The Depths in that 3 set. Glimpse a New World short collection

has one of his stories also.A COMPANY ON THE VERGE OF CHANGING NEUROSCIENCE

FOREVER...AN ANCIENT SECRET, HIDDEN IN THE ...AN ENEMY WILLING TO DO WHATEVER

IT TAKES TO FIND IT.When her company discovers a remarkable hidden message in the dreaming

brains of her subjects, Dr. Amanda Meron unknowingly invites disaster unto her company. She

enlists the help of some old friends to find out what the clues are pointing her toward, but they seem

to be pointing her to one of the remote places on the planet.The  Rainforest.When Harvey "Ben"



Bennett gets a hint that the nefarious organization he's been searching for has turned up in Brazil,

he and his new girlfriend Juliette Richardson race to the jungle to discover what they're after - and

hopefully stop them.

The beautiful, mysterious, seductive and deadly  Rainforest is the setting for Nick Thacker's second

in his exciting Harvey "Ben" Bennett earthly sci fi trilogy. Ben's new girlfriend, Julie, again joins him

on his mission to find the evil terrorist organization that nearly destroyed the United States in the

first book.All of Nick's characters are believable. There are several new people, the most important

of whom is Dr. Meron, who's been recording dreams. Most of the dreamers see a gold man who

isn't important to the dream itself, except the relationship of the gold man to the people leads the

group to the .The plot and subplots are action packed. The Enigma Strain was exciting and fast

paced, but The  Code is even more exciting. I found it nearly impossible to put the book down. As

soon as I finish this review, I'm reading The Ice Chasm. I'm eager to follow Ben and Julie in the third

book of the trilogy.I highly recommend The  Code, but if you haven't already read The Enigma

Strain, you might want to read it first.

Relic was book 1 and I had rated it 4Ã¢Â˜Â†'s but Nick Thacker's 2nd book in this series really has

me hooked now. The  Code has Bennet & his lady (both barely survived their

adventure/misadventures in Yellowstone park in book 1), traveling to the  jungle in further pursuit of

the mysterious and very dangerous organization responsible for the death of so many of his friends.

A very complex plot and characters that are all too believable (yes, I fear there ARE people like that

out there). We learn more about Bennet and why he is the person that he is. I will be buying this

next book, "The Ice Chasm" because these books can stand alone, but they are like a snowball

rolling down a hill. It is gaining momentum; and I have to be there to see what happens when it gets

there. If you like an excellent story with characters you care about. A story that has a deadly, amoral

organization with an unknown (but sure as heck are evil and wicked) agenda and so covert that they

are a law unto themselves. Then do yourself a favor and get this book, better yet, the series that

Nick Thacker has written/created. You will not regret it. Nick has made it to my top 5 authors, no

easy feat.

My second book.Female researchers doing some very interesting neurological research projects

that because of greed from their corporate investors are whisked away, along with a group of

supporters, some much less likely or prepared than others, on harrowing adventures in unusual



places.I am intrigued by the scientific concepts that lead to the adventures and would love to see a

bit more development of that aspect.Plot is well developed. Characters we'll defined, and according

to types, believable.I have enjoyed both these first two books, but did not devour then

quickly.Proofreading not 100%, but above average. I always feel I could do a better job with

that.Anyway, a fun read.
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